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WHO: Don’t Let a Country Feel Safe from Corona, Danger! WHO warns its member countries to prepare for the
possibility of the emergence of the corona covid-19 virus.
This is related to the increasing number of countries that report the first case of corona virus that
occurred. “Every country must be ready for its first
case,” WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus told a press conference in Geneva.
“There should be no country that assumes it will not get a
case (corona). That could be a fatal error, this virus knows
no borders.” Tedros said the biggest concern now was
what was happening outside of China, where Brazil, Georgia, Greece, Northern Macedonia, Norway, Pakistan and Romania began reporting their first corona virus cases.
WHO officials said the number of new COVID-19 cases outside China exceeded
those in the country for the first time. “The sudden increase in cases in Italy, the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Republic of Korea is very alarming,” Tedros said at the
time. “With the right steps, this can be overcome,” he said. Tedros added that countries must start thinking about appropriate isolation units, medical supplies and
other vital equipment. In Indonesia, the Ministry of Health’s Research and Development Center is the only party that can confirm the existence of a new type of virus.
The Ministry of Health had previously confirmed that there were 100 referral hospitals
that were able to treat patients if indeed there was a confirmed infection with the virus
that was first detected last month in Wuhan. As the death toll in China continues to
increase due to the corona virus, the Indonesian government has also stepped up prevention efforts, including ensuring an adequate virus detection process is in progress.
Anung Sugihantono, Director General of Disease Prevention and Control at the Ministry
of Health, said the government is raising awareness at all national entrances. Beyond
the use of thermal scans, Anung said, quarantine officers from the Port Health Office
have also begun to take more proactive steps and check inside the plane if needed. Take
care of health!
Igo Kleden				
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Advertorial

‘Moment Of Stillness’ A Silent Day

Special Package At Artotel Sanur – Bali
that is open 24 hours, Rooftop Bar (BART),
as well as rotation ARTSPACE will satisfy the
needs of millennial travelers looking for a
refreshingly different Bali experience.
About ARTOTEL Group

T

o commemorate the Balinese Silent
Day 2020, ARTOTEL Sanur – Bali
presents a refreshing stay package of
“Moment of Stillness”.
Hari Nyepi or the Day of Silence – happens once a year, – is a day celebrated by
the Hindus on Çaka New Year according to
the Balinese calendar. For those who are celebrating, they fast and meditate, as well as
turning off all electricity and stopping any activity for 24 hours. The night before the Silent
Day, the Balinese celebrates by showcasing
Ogoh-Ogoh parade all through the streets of
Bali. Ogoh-Ogoh are statues that symbolize
the bad and evil, where initially, they were
burnt down after the parade to indicate the
vanishing of the demons and the evil.
“Moment of Stillness” is a Silent Day Special Offer by ARTOTEL Sanur – Bali, which
will only be available on Silent Day, from
24 – 26 March 2020. This package offers a
3 days and 2 nights’ stay with the value of
2.400.000 IDR nett / room, valid for two pax.
Moreover, the package is including full board
all-inclusive breakfast, lunch, and dinner for
all pax.
Goya A. Mahmud, Regional General Manager of ARTOTEL Sanur – Bali mentioned,
“We hope that by spending the Silent Day
with us, our visitors could experience the
tranquility and the serenity from the surrounding energy and environment, and they
could get the peace of mind to restart the
next day feeling refreshed.”

About ARTOTEL Sanur – Bali
Located 25 minutes drive from Ngurah
Rai International Airport and 3 minutes walk
from the beach, ARTOTEL Sanur-Bali brings
vibrancy and colour to the island’s favorite
seaside village. This boutique hotel is a
canvas showcasing thought-provoking works
by some of the most interesting Bali-based
contemporary artists of today. A total of
89 rooms and supporting a current lifestyle
facilities, such as LIDAH LOKAL Restaurant

ARTOTEL Group is an Indonesia’s
hospitality company with 4 integrated
pilars of Hotel (Stay), Food & Beverages
(Dine), Event Management (Play), & Curated
Merchandise (Shop). As a lifestyle brand,
ARTOTEL Group offers selection of accommodations, from budget hotel, boutique
designed hotel up to premium level, from
the mass market accommodation to
the luxury. On Hotel industry, ARTOTEL
Group offers some hotel brands such as
BOBOTEL, ARTOTEL, ARTOTEL CURATED,
ARTOTEL PORTOFOLIO, ARTOTEL CASA, ARTOTEL VILLA, & ARTOTEL SUITES. On Food
& Beverage industry, ARTOTEL Group offers
an independent management of restaurant,
Bar, and Beach Club.
Through Event Management, under ARTOTEL Play dan Curated Merchandise with
brand MART, ARTOTEL Group has a vision
to support and take part on the growth of
Indonesian Creative Industry by supporting
local players, collaborate with them through
exhibitions, performances, workshop, and
the production of merchandise with artistic
characters that can be used everyday at
affordable prices.
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Destination News

Serenity Day of Silence at
Discovery Kartika Plaza Hotel, Bali

N

yepi, known as the “Day of Silence,”
is an important religious event in
Balinese Hindu culture and marks
the celebration of the New Year in the
Saka Lunar calendar. Discovery Kartika
Plaza welcomes the guests to experience
the mystical beauty of the Silent Day in
Bali. One day before the day of silence, a
spectacular parade of “Ogoh-ogoh” (giant
monster dolls) and gongs as well as other
instruments make this unique Balinese
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ceremony very lively. day of silence falls on
Wednesday, March 25, 2020 starting from
6:00 am until 6:00 am the next day when
normal activity starts again in Bali. During
the day of silence, activities are very limited
on the island. The following rules (called
Catur Brata Penyepian) will be enforced:
no traveling and nobody is allowed in the
streets (Amati Lelungan), no fire or lights
(Amati Geni), no work or physical activities
(Amati Karya), not to speak loudly or mak-

ing noise (Amati Lelanguan)
To celebrate „Silent Day‟, Discovery Kartika Plaza Hotel offers the perfect 2-night‟s
stay Silent Day Package including daily buffet breakfast for two persons and lunch &
dinner for two on March 25, 2020. Only IDR
3,300K net for Deluxe Garden View room or
IDR 5,900K net per package for Ocean Front
room to enhance your sense of serenity and
unwinding with the infinity of the ocean.

Destination News

Experience Nyepi Day
at Bali Dynasty Resort

H

ave you ever wondered what Nyepi
(Day of Silence) is like on the island
of Bali? Look no further than Bali
Dynasty Resort for a peaceful escape
that will allow you to truly unwind and
recharge.
Nyepi Day, or the Balinese Day of Silence
is a wonderful time to be in Bali. It’s your
chance to experience a one-of-a-kind
celebration that is unique only to Bali. Nyepi
marks the start of the Hindu New Year and
it is when the entire island completely shuts
down for 24 hours leaving it in darkness
once the sun has gone down.This year, it
will be observed from 25 March 2020 at
6am until 26 March 2020 at 6am.
Ceremonies begin days before hand,

when holy effigies from temples are taken
to water sources to be cleansed as part
of a symbolic ritual known as Melasti.
On the eve of Nyepi, there will be a mass
purification ceremony, which will take
place in all villages across the island. This
event is also more popularly known as the
Ogoh-Ogoh Parade or the Monster Parade.
It is perhaps the most exciting thing about
Nyepi. While it holds significant spiritual
value, the Ogoh-Ogoh Parade is a festive
event, very much like an outdoor street
party. This is something that you really
don’t want to miss – giant demon effigies with bulging eyes made of bamboo,
papier-mâché and cloth are carried
through the streets in torch-lit parades.The

main purpose of the ogoh-ogoh is to be
wilder any evil spirits lurking around Bali
by inciting them to flee and cease harming
human beings.
You can now experience all of these
celebrations at the resort with our generously discounted package. Use the promo
code: NYEPI2020 to access our special
deal and be entitled various inclusions
such as one-time lunch at Golden Lotus
Chinese Restaurant, kids 12 years and
under eat for free, free entrance to ourKids
Club and Teens Club, free resort activities,
and much more.
Book now and input the promo code
through our website www.bdr.pphotels.
com (*)
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Destination News

ITB Berlin 2020 cancelled

I

TB Berlin 2020 is cancelled due to the
rapid spread of Covid-19 Messe Berlin
reported in a press statement late
Friday evening. The decision was made
following strong recommendations from
the Federal Ministry of Health and the
Federal Ministry of Economics during the
course of the day that presured Messe
Berlin to cancel the show the first-ever in
54 years.
In its statement, Messe Berlin confirmed the health authority of the district
of Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf in Berlin
imposed significantly tighter restrictions
on holding the event, 4 to 8 March, that
prompted the decision to cancel.
Among its requirements, the authority
stipulated that each participant would
need to prove to Messe Berlin that they
were not from a designated risk area or
had not been in contact with a person or
persons from a risk area.
Messe Berlin had for weeks made
it known that a decision on holding or
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cancelling large-scale events would only
be taken based on the recommendations
or instructions of the relevant specialist authorities. Only they possess the
necessary information and specialist
knowledge in order to draw the right
conclusions.
Messe Berlin GmbH CEO Christian
Göke said: ”With more than 10,000 exhibitors from over 180 countries ITB Berlin is
extremely important for the world’s tourism industry. We take our responsibility
for the health and safety of our visitors,
exhibitors and employees very seriously.
It is with a heavy heart that we must now
come to terms with the cancellation of
ITB Berlin 2020.”
Earlier in the day, Health Senator Dilek
Kalayci issued a statement that the
responsible health office in Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf had updated its risk
assessment with regard to the ITB and
has ordered appropriate measures.
“I welcome the fact that the fair, the

ITB has cancelled subsequently,” he said.
Late Friday, the crisis department of the
Federal Ministry of Health and the Federal
Ministry of the Interior had been meeting
to take further measures against the coronavirus and discuss the travel event.
Organisers of the ITB Berlin – the
world’s largest tourism trade fair – had
faced a barrage of online criticism over
what the German press called “dithering”
about holding the event next week.
Confirmation finally arrived late Friday
evening too late for many of the ITB
exhibitors based in Asia who had already
boarded planes to travel to Germany
mainly through the Frankfurt gateway
airport. Some exhibitors were already in
Europe making sales calls ahead of ITB
Berlin or attending smaller travel shows.
Now they wait for news of refunds,
financial compensation or an announcement of new dates for the show, the later
unlikely considering the speed of the
Covid-19 spread in Europe. (*)

Destination News

With ‘We Love Bali’ movement,
provincial gov’t ‘guarantees’ Bali is
safe amid global coronavirus scare

T

he Bali provincial government has
moved swiftly in response to the
international outbreak of the novel
coronavirus and its subsequent impact on
the global tourism industry, with the recent
launch of the “We Love Bali” movement
aiming to lessen the blow on the local
economy.
“We have made sure that up until this
point, there are no COVID-19 [cases] in Bali.
With our increasingly improving experience
and support system, we can guarantee that
Bali remains a safe, comfortable and most
interesting destination to visit,” Koster said
on Friday, as quoted by state news agency
Antara.
The administration’s We Love Bali movement comprises several programs, including tour packages and plans for a variety of
festivals ranging from culinary and music to
a surfing competition and even a marathon.
In addition, the provincial government
will be supporting familiarization trips, in

which travel writers, YouTube personalities,
bloggers, and so-called influencers will be
invited to further campaign the We Love
Bali movement, according to the Antara
report.
Yesterday, Head of the Bali Tourism
Agency Putu Astawa narrated a video further promoting this “movement,” featuring
scenes from the Sanur Harbor, where tourists take fast boats to cross over to either
Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan island, to
showcase that tourists are still visiting the
islands.
“It appears that they are not worried of
the spread of the coronavirus, [tourism] is
still going on as normal, and they seem to
understand about existing cases, efforts to
anticipate, mitigate and prevent [infection] and so they are feeling more at ease,”
Astawa said in the video.
“We hope that tourists from around the
world will still come visit Bali, there’s no
need for excessive worrying, the most

important thing is that we keep our stamina
so that we’re always fit and the virus will
not easily infect us,” he continued.
The government said it is prepared to
handle potential cases of COVID-19, with
a special team assigned in accordance
with standards laid out by the World Health
Organization (WHO), Koster said.
“For the Bali that we all love, we invite
Indonesian and world citizens to come and
visit Bali and see the beauty of its nature,
culture and enjoy Balinese culinary. With
joy and pride, we await the arrival of all
those who love Bali here in the Island of the
Gods,” Koster said.
As of Monday morning, Indonesia has
confirmed six domestic cases of COVID-19,
all of whom are reportedly being treated
at the Sulianti Saroso Infectious Disease
Hospital in North Jakarta. Meanwhile in
Bali, the government last week designated
three hospitals to handle possible cases of
coronavirus infections.
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Destination News

Borneo SPB Officially Opened
in West Kalimantan

G

ood news for the people of West Kalimantan (Kalbar) in general and teenagers graduating from high school
/ vocational school and its equivalent. To
take part in the world of tourism you do not
need to go far to Bali, Bandung, Makassar
or Jakarta. You just come to the Capital of
West Kalimantan, Pontianak and register
to be a student of the Bali Tourism School
(SPB) Borneo on Jalan Arteri Supadio, Komplek Ruko Mitra Graha no.3-4, Kec. Sungai
Raya, Kab. Kubu Raya, West Kalimantan.
Because the Borneo SPB has been officially
opened and is operating in West Kalimantan, a province that is being aggressively
developing its regional tourism.
The opening of the Borneo SPB on Sunday, February 23, 2020 is quite special because it is coupled with the implementation
of the Borneo Tourism Festival 2020 event.
This event lasted for 2 days, namely February 22-23, 2020. On the first day (Saturday,
22/2) at the SPB Borneo, the activities were
filled with English Speech Contest, there
were also seminars, Cooking Challenges at
the SMA / K level, PKK / General, and PHRI,
and the Inauguration of West Kalimantan
ICA Management Board.
In the afternoon at the Mercure Pontianak Hotel there was a Meet and Great with
Chef Juna, Chef Henry Bloem and Chef
Tedun. The event which was held together
with dinner and entertainment was fun and
interesting.
On the second day (Sunday, 2/23) at
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the SPB Borneo, the SPB Borneo Grand
Opening was held. The inscription was
signed by the Governor of West Kalimantan,
H.Sutarmidji,SH.,M.Hum. Also present
besides the Governor of West Kalimantan,
were also seen as Head of the West Kalimantan Youth, Sports and Tourism Office,
a number of Hotel General Managers, ICA
members, International IPB Management,
and a number of other invitees.
With the establishment of the SPB
Borneo, this school is also a pioneer of the
Hospitality Campus in West Kalimantan and
is expected to produce superior HR in the
field of tourism to advance tourism in West
Kalimantan.
Chairperson of the Dharma Widya Ulangun Foundation, Dr. I Gede Nyoman Astina,
M.Pd, CHA, CHF who oversees the SPB and
STPBI Bali said the Borneo SPB was an
adaptation of the Bali Hospitality School.
Starting from the learning process, training,
apprenticeship placement, labor distribution, etc. all refer to STB Bali. In line with
that SPB Borneo also takes the concept of
1 stop learning which means that all the
needs of students are in SPB Borneo. Astina also hopes that with the establishment
of the Borneo SPB, it will be able to produce
workers in the hospitality sector in the West
Kalimantan region, which is now increasingly developing tourism. This means that
the tourism workforce needs will certainly
increase. SPB Borneo ensures it will take
the role of creating and providing profes-

sional workforce for the needs of tourism
development in West Kalimantan.
Meanwhile, the Governor of West
Kalimantan, H.Sutarmidji,SH.,M.Hum.,
explained since a few years ago I hoped
that there were institutions in the field of
hospitality and tourism that were established in West Kalimantan. “I am grateful
because in the end SPB Borneo was present. I appreciate it and put my hope in this
institution for the advancement of tourism
in West Kalimantan, “he stressed.
The Governor of West Kalimantan also
hopes that students in the SPB Borneo
will also be able to process regional food
products to be more economically valuable.
Because West Kalimantan is also rich in
food products such as freshwater fish.
When officially opened, SPB Borneo immediately had 50 students for the 2020/2021
school year. The study programs opened at
STP Borneo are Basic Level 1 year program
& Middle level 2 year program in the field of
Housekeeping, Food Production and Food
and Beverage Service. In addition there is
a 1-year Cruiseline Program (cruise ship),
there are programs for Waiters, Bartending,
Cook and Steward Hotels.
Director of SPB Borneo, I Gusti Agung N.
Winda, BBA, MBA, CHT also said that other
advantages possessed by SPB Borneo were
the Internship Program and work placements to Bali, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and also a number of famous cruise
ships. In addition, according to Gusti Agung
Winda, SPB Borneo is also a Job Training
Institute (LPK) in the field of tourism and
hospitality that has international standard
training facilities and infrastructure. Borneo
SPB trainers come from tourism and
hospitality practitioners who already have
professionalism and work experience in
their respective fields. The learning process
consists of theory and practice classes
carried out in LPK and industry.
The results of the training according to
Winda, are ready to work because they already have professional certificates through
Training or Real Work Practices and Work
Competency Certificates. The SPB Borneo
itself operates in West Kalimantan under
the Santi Luhur Foundation, with the Chair
of the Foundation being Mrs. Santi, S.E.
Congratulation and good luck! (*)

Event

UFF20 HONORS CULINARY HEROES
WITH 90+ SPEAKERS IN ITS SIXTH YEAR

I

ndonesia’s leading culinary event, Ubud
Food Festival 2020 Presented by ABC
(UFF) has today announced its full lineup
of over 90 chefs, restaurateurs, entrepreneurs, farmers, food writers, researchers and activists. From 17-19 April, the
three-day cross-culinary discovery will be
filled with an action-packed program of
cooking demos, special events, food tours,
masterclasses and more, in over 30 venues
in Ubud.
In its sixth year, the Festival has grown
into one of Southeast Asia’s most popular gourmet gatherings and the nation’s
primary platform for sharing its diverse
culinary cultures, unique local produce, and
top restaurants with the world. UFF20 is set
to inspire national and international foodies
with the theme Heroes.
“One of the most significant aspects
about the food on our table is the people
behind it. When we’re eating, we tend to
forget that there’s a story behind every food
item, every meal, every cuisine,” explains
UFF Founder and Director Janet DeNeefe.
“We want to highlight the people behind the
process and the significant role they play in
creating the exemplary flavors that we have
today.”
In line with this year’s theme, UFF brings
together local food heroes to collaborate
with acclaimed chefs from across the
world, encouraging cross-cultural exchange
and forging new pathways. From Amsterdam to Adelaide, Bangka to Banjarmasin,
Düsseldorf to Dubai, Maluku to Manila, and
from all around Bali, the lineup is testament
to Indonesian food’s rising status on the

world culinary stage.
Named as Chef of the Year by Gourmet Traveller Restaurant Awards 2020,
Barbados-born Paul Carmichael is ready
to serve eight courses of CaribbeanJapanese-Indonesian cuisines along with
chef-writer Matt Abergel, whose book
Chicken and Charcoal won a 2019 James
Beard Foundation Book Award, local legend
Chris Salans, and Khanh Nguyen, Head Chef
of Sunda Dining (listed in Australian’s Hot
50 Restaurants 2019).
The Festival creates space for exciting
collaborations. Germany’s youngest female
Michelin-starred chef, Julia Komp, will
present a romantic fine-dining experience of
contemporary European artistry with Dennis
Huwaë of Amsterdam’s Daalder, awarded as
the Most Talented Chef of 2018 by French
restaurant guide Gault Millau, acclaimed
chef Nic Vanderbeeken of Apéritif Restaurant and Bar, Viceroy, and the award-winning Executive Pastry Chef from Belgium,
Yannis J. Janssens.
There is a feast of culinary opportunities
waiting to be discovered at UFF. At Chapung
Sebali, Peruvian chef Cristian Encina,
Argentinian chef Fernando Trump and Mexican chef Tamara Chavez come together to
create a six-hand dining of reinvented Latin
American dishes. At Desa Visesa, two of
the Philippines’ finest culinary figures, Liquido Maestro Kalel Demetrio and modern
Filipino chef Niño Laus, will create a fourcourse menu that celebrates indigenous
Filipino food.
An impressive lineup of Italian artisan
producers and chefs is set to startle with a

an outstanding feast, featuring Alberto Panciera of Settimo Cielo and Marco Bertini of
Labuan Bajo’s Made in Italy at Uma Cucina.
Collaboration between female culinary
figures, Audra Morrice and Euis Isnawati,
will spice up the kitchen with a six- course
Southeast Asian tasting menu at Chris
Salans’ famous street-side eatery,
while mixologist Amelia Azzai serves her
award-winning cocktails. On a mission to
bring Indonesian food to the world, Eddrian
Tjhia presents an
extraordinary celebration of traditional
dishes from his island home of Bangka,
Southeast Sumatra to Plataran. While
at bridges, MasterChef Indonesia judge
Renatta Moeloek brings her millennial
effervescence to creating dazzling FrenchIndonesian modern fare alongside Head
Chef of bridges, Wayan Sukarta.
The Kitchen Stage gives Festival-goers
a chance to get up close and personal with
celebrated chefs. Bringing a new level of
appreciation of meat and natural ingredients, chef-owner of the highly-acclaimed
SI JIN Steakhouse Joel Lim Si Jin will
serve tender steak incorporating Korean
techniques with local ingredients sourced
from across Bali.
“We’re thrilled to announce the full lineup
of speakers joining us for our sixth year,”
DeNeefe commented. “We’re also delighted
to have more regional Indonesian cuisine
than ever before. From local warungs, farmers, artisan producers and village cooks to
breathtaking venues and world-class chefs,
we have your gastronomic desires covered
at UFF20.”
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Event

Bali Spirit Festival 2020

R

elinquish all the weariness and heal
your body and mind in Bali Spirit Festival 2020. The annual event claimed
as one of the world’s most inspiring yoga
festival will be held on Ubud - Bali, 29
March - 5 April 2020.
Combining the elements of yoga, dance,
and music, the Bali Spirit Festival 2020 will
celebrate the harmony of the worldwide
community, a state of wellness, and humanity on the lush and idyllic island of Bali.
Pursuing the objective of awakening
and nourishing each individual’s potential for positive change within, Bali Spirit
Festival aims for a positive change around
the world. The Bali Spirit Festival 2020
embodies the concept of Tri Hita Karana:
living in harmony with our spiritual, social,
and natural environments. Furthermore, in
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achieving the target, the Bali Spirit Festival
pledge to provide financial, logistical, and
organizational support to local charities
with a particular emphasis on children’s
programs, multicultural education and
performance, healthcare, HIV& AIDS awareness, and environmental conservation in
Bali and greater Indonesia.

Bali
Curious to know the lineup of the daytime
workshops of yoga, dance, martial arts,
breathwork, and personal development? Are
you excited to discover many underrated
songwriters, DJs, world music bands, and
other extraordinary musicians? The variety
of the program at Bali Spirit Festival 2020,

combined with the spiritual and beautiful natural setting of Bali, will present an
unforgettable experience.
Enjoying the quiet and cathartic atmosphere Bali Spirit Festival 2020 does not
mean that you need to be a yoga enthusiast
first. There are many things you can savor
from this cultural feast set in Bali Purnati,
which is located just 20 minutes drive to
the South of Central Ubud. The environment
surrounded by lush green rice fields with
a blessed river flowing down below will be
enough to provide you a sense of venture
and replenish your mental energy.
What are you waiting for? See the full
schedule and purchase the ticket through
website http://balispiritfestival.com and do
not miss the exhilaration of the famous Bali
Spirit Festival 2020.

Hotel

Borneo Eagle Resort for a Total Island
Getaway Off the Sabah Coast, East Malaysia

N

estled serenely on the island of
Pulau Tiga 2.5 hours away by land
and sea from Sabah’s capital of Kota
Kinabalu lies the plush Borneo Eagle Resort
— a cluster of 13 luxury contemporary villas
opened in April 2018. The 21-acre verdant
enclave is situated in the Kimanis Bay
within walking distance of the first Survivor
filming series site in 2000. The Resort faces
the Crocker Range in the horizon with views
of the majestic Mt Kinabalu across the
South China Sea.
Borneo Eagle Resort is the only luxury
resort on the island set against a backdrop
of lush virgin jungle. Its main building design is inspired by the wingspan of the sea
eagles inhabiting the island. The Resort is a
stunning, ecological landscape of flourishing flora and fauna including 148 coconut
trees. Bee hives are introduced to encourage cross pollination. Proboscis monkeys,
monitor lizards, snakes and hornbills are
some of the wildlife spotted while marine
life abounds with a diverse array such as
the clownfish, puffer fish, sea turtle and the
occasional whale shark.
Accommodation
Principal architect Karim Hussein from
Arkitek A Karim Hussein was tasked with
ensuring that the Resort integrated well
with the natural environment, uncompromised in its design and construction. All 13
spacious sea facing villas with their own
courtyards are categorized according to
three types: Pool (171 sq m), Coral (261 sq
m) and Spa (288 sq m)
. Each villa provides super king-sized
beds matched with comfortable pillow-top
mattresses, premium bedding and linen. A
well-stocked mini bar, water pitchers, complimentary aluminium water canisters, teas,
a Nespresso Machine, in-room safe, alarm
clock with Bluetooth and USB connectivity,
portable MyFi, wireless internet, 55″ flat
screen TVs and Bose home theatre systems
ensure guests are not lacking in comfort.
The bathrooms are equipped with oversized
mirrors, rain shower and toiletries sourced
locally from natural ingredients. Digital wall
panels control the lighting according to
three moods: dinner, romance and evening.
Guests wake up to sunrise unveiled by a
remote control device. Artworks reflect
the surrounding coral reefs and palm trees
while lounge areas are fitted with elegant
furniture and contemporary artworks includ-

ing wood from the resort grounds transformed into artful pieces.
Guests can choose to dine or do yoga at
the cheery patios with their own deck beds,
outdoor shower and individual plunge pools
or indulge in spa treatments in the privacy
of their own villas. A Personal Service
Ambassador is assigned to each villa. To
ensure that guests get the most of their
stay, questionnaires are emailed to them,
prior to their arrival, to indicate their dietary
preferences and choice of leisure activities, and if they are celebrating a special
occasion.
Dining
The open-air Eagles Nest restaurant
serves breakfast, lunch and dinner with
a fine balance of Bornean and western
dishes. The menus are based on the farmto-table concept with seasonal ingredients
and produce sourced from farms in the
owning group. Complimentary evening
cocktails are served at the Landing Bar.
Room service or a gazebo styled picnic can
also be arranged at scenic spots on the
island.
A short canopy walk away is the multipurpose room, ideal for a board meeting for
eight or a private dinner, and a rooftop area
for small events. The Sand Bar by the pool
offers refreshments and lunch.
Recreational Activities
The nearby jungle managed by Sabah
Parks provides ample guided trekking opportunities including trails to volcanic mud
mounts and pools known for its therapeutic

properties. The waters around the Island
are ideal for diving, snorkelling, fishing, hobbie wave and kayaking. The Resort’s fitness
centre is housed next to a massive infinity
pool with an area of 900 sq. m.
Rates
Villa rates range from USD1,200 to 2,000
inclusive of full board/activities and transfers from the city to the Resort.
Corporate Social and Environmental
Responsibility
Echo Resorts, the owning company of
Borneo Eagle Resort and its sister properties, Bunga Raya Island Resort and Gayana
Marine Resort, takes a serious view towards the community and the environment.
The group has embraced several initiatives
such as the establishment of Green-Os (organic vegetable farm) and Borneo Eco Fish
Farm by Bayu Aquaculture Sdn (aquaculture) based on the core principles of natural
cultivation and sustainability using good
farming practices without pesticides. The
Marine Ecology Research Centre, adjacent
to Gayana Marine Resort, was built to focus
on reef regeneration efforts and giant clam
propagation.
Gillian Tan, Owner Representative, explained, “We are not another luxury resort.
We are a family company sharing our
home and providing unforgettable experiences. We lead by example creating better
relationships, involving our community
and preserving the environment we live in.
Borneo Eagle Resort is a clear testament of
our mission.”(*)
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ALOFT HOTELS Makes its Debut in Bali with
The Opening of ALOFT BALI SEMINYAK

A

loft Hotels, Marriott International’s
hotel brand for music enthusiasts
and tech-savvy travellers announces
the opening of Aloft Bali Seminyak. Located
in the heart of vibrant Seminyak, the brand
new 80-room, urban inspired hotel is
completed with interactive social spaces
and brings modern style and a vibrant new
social scene to Bali as the first Aloft Hotel
to open on the island.
“We are excited to be unveiling the Aloft
Hotels brand in Bali,” said Mike Fulkerson,
Vice President, Brand & Marketing, AsiaPacific, Marriott International. “The new
Aloft Bali Seminyak is set to become the
newest social hub for travelers visiting the
well-known social scene of Seminyak. From
its savvy design, to its live music programming, locals and guests alike can experience the next generation of hotels that
will enhance their stay experience while
vacationing on island paradise.”
Aloft Bali Seminyak embodies the brand’s
different by design philosophy and exudes
modernity that is reflected in its lively
industrial-inspired designs that feature
distinct local touches. The hotel’s free-flow
open spaces make it the perfect hub for
travelers and locals alike to come together.
“We are excited to have the Aloft Brand
make its entry into Bali with the opening of
Aloft Bali Seminyak,” said Ramesh Jackson,
Market Vice President for Indonesia, Marriott International. “Bali has long topped
destination wish-lists for travelers thanks to
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its stunning beaches and islands landscape, culture and attractions, allowing for
value- conscious travelers in pursuit of a
smart travel experience to stay connected
and relax in style.”
The hotel is home to 80 modern and
stylish guestrooms featuring airy ninefoot-ceilings, plush platform beds and
contemporary décor with Balinese touches.
In addition, the hotel also features eight
rooms with direct access to a lap pool
with stunning views of a tropical hanging
garden. Each room is completed with fast
and free WiFi, 55-inch smart TV, bluetooth
speakers and a refreshment station, while
the modern bathrooms come with a walk-in
rainfall shower.
Aloft Bali Seminyak features a variety of
dining and social spaces. The hotel’s signature rooftop restaurant, The Kahuna serves
up a fusion of eclectic fare with a playful
twist on international and local cuisine with
mesmerizing sea views as a backdrop.
Re:FUELSM by serves up Aloft’s signature
24/7 grab-and-go options ranging from light
meals, snacks, healthy bites, beverages and
more.
The hotel’s vibrant lobby is adjacent to
the brand’s signature Re:mixSM Lounge that
provides locals and guests alike a space to
hang out and socialize. The edgy WXYZ®
Bar ’s iconic Live at Aloft program which
offers emerging local artists a platform to
showcase their music talent.
Aloft Bali Seminyak is completed with

facilities that cater to a variety of travellers.
For guests looking to stay fit while travelling, the hotel has a 24/7 Re:chargeSM fitness centre with state-of-the-art equipment.
In addition, guests can take in views of the
sea from the hotel’s rooftop infinity pool,
Splash that features live music and DJ’s
spinning until late.
Travellers looking for work and play can
make use of the two multi-functional, techforward meeting spaces equipped with fast
and free Wi-Fi, which can also be turned in
to an intimate event venue, accommodating
up to 66 people.
Conveniently located within walking
distance to the beach, Aloft Bali Seminyak
is also nestled in the middle of Bali’s various prominent neighborhoods: Seminyak,
Petitenget and Canggu. This provides
guests with quick and easy access to a
variety of popular attractions, activities and
endless entertainment and dining options
– from the surfers’ paradise Echo Beach to
stretches of shopping boutiques and trendy
hang out spots including Potato Head Club,
Finns Beach Club, Tropical Beach Club, La
Fa Vela, Motel Mexicola and much more.
“We are thrilled to open the first Aloft Hotel in Bali, and to welcome the next generation of travelers to Indonesia’s most famous
island destination,” said Kristanti Tannady,
General Manager, Aloft Bali Seminyak. “We
offer a new playground in Batubelig, which
brings a contrast between contemporary
and traditional designs as well as a combination of both lively and serene lifestyles
for guests. With Aloft’s distinct concept, we
will offer more than just a stay, it will be an
Aloft way of life”.
Whether it is wallowing the day away
indoors or exploring the energetic island
paradise, guests are guaranteed a gratifying
stay at Aloft Bali Seminyak. (*)
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Saranam Resort & Spa Engage an Honor
For Kahar Salamun as General Manager

S

aranam Resort & Spa Bali has announced the appointment of Kahar
Salamun as General Manager.
Dedicated as a Hotel leader with more than
20 years experiences, serve guests with the
highest level of hospitality and ensuring all
perfectly provided and managed. Organized
and diligent, with excellent written, oral and
interpersonal communication skills. A strong
leader, successful in building and motivating
dynamic teams, with an outstanding management skill that is important to provide
the best work. Also a professional General
Manager experienced in daily operations of
leading a hotel development, with history of
performance in supervisory capacity during
manager absence.
As a Professional General Manager, Kahar
Salamun’s career can be traced to in 1999 at
Intan Bali Village. Kahar Salamun contribution at Intan Bali Village in 2 years made him
learn new ways to support his own problem
solving and multitasking skills.
Then moved to Le Meridien as a Resident
Manager for about 3 years is something for
him, he called this as a new style of being
a General Manager. Kahar Salamun leads
the property by being on-call anytime. Kahar
Salamun’s career in the field of top management brought him to be one of an Owner
Representative. Represents the owner and
drives the project on behalf of the owner.
Kahar Salamun shows his responsibilities by
attend all shareholders meeting, complete
the project on time on budget, achieve good
value for money, achieve quality, prevent
losses, and ensure work efficiency, good

communication with all involved in the
project.
Then join Accor as a Professional General
Manager. Kahar Salamun is responsible for
directing and evaluating the day-to-day operational activities of hotels. Kahar Salamun
should has a critical thinker to reach hotel
operational goals and profitability objectives
which includes guest and employee satisfaction, human resources, financial performance, sales, marketing, revenue generation
and delivering a return on investment to the
hotel.
In the hurly-burly of work, Kahar Salamun
spend his free time playing golf. ‘’I love
golf because it seems simply to play at the
surface, but actually you need to have a
good strategy to win. One of a difficult and
challenging game for me. Besides, we can
do golf with family and friends’’.
Main role also as a Professional General
Manager, Kahar Salamun needs to be details
as he is the one who control all Hotel management and operational. Now he is moving
forward to develop his top management
skills. Saranam Resort & Spa are delighted
to welcome him, to start working together
as a team.
About Saranam Resort & Spa
Saranam Resort & Spa is a stunning
mountain resort, located in Baturiti, Bedugul
Central Bali, 48 kilometers north of Ngurah
Rai International Airport. With 79 spacious
rooms that all with Mountain View and 10
private luxury villas offers a unique venue

to host guest at one of the many intriguing
places in Bedugul. There are several sites of
great archaeological interest and significance. This region is remarkably cooler than
elsewhere on the island due to its higher
elevation compared to Southern Bali. Major
sites in Bedugul are the Ulun Danu Beratan,
Water Temple, the Eka Botanical Garden, Gitgit waterfall, Tamblingan lake and Wanagiri
photo spot. Following are a selection of the
ultimate optional event experiences for your
dynamic corporate meetings or small team
building events with every step associated
with the planning and execution of your successful and unforgettable occasion.
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Combining Asian and Archipelago Cuisine
Recipe, Four Points by Sheraton Surabaya,

Pakuwon Indah presents “Taste of Asian Buffet”

S

urabaya is a city that is popular with
its tasty culinary. No wonder for
some people who come to Surabaya,
they look for restaurant which has a good
food.
In Surabaya, there is not many restaurants can serve all kinds of dishes such as
one of the hotels in the West of Surabaya.
Djaman Doeloe Resto & Bar at Four Points
by Sheraton Surabaya, Pakuwon Indah officially serves a buffet dinner with a theme
"Taste of Asia". You can enjoy delicious
authentic dishes from Asian Country such
as authentic dish of Singapore, Malaysia,
China, Indonesia and other Asian Countries.
There are many authentic dishes dishes
offered by the hotel near Pakuwon Mall
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Surabaya to satisfy your taste buds such
as Roasted Beef Ribs Cooked for 48
Hours, Lamian, Singapore Chicken Rice,
Hainan Chicken, Javanese Fried Rice,
Chinese BBQ, Dim Sum and other delicious
dishes.
The cooking method and ingredients
to make the dishes uses authentic
recipes from each country combined with
authentic archipelago cooking method
that is famous in serving delicious food.
One of them is grilled beef ribs cooked
for 48 hours. In addition to serve tender
meat, Chef Elvan Siswanto - Head Chef of
Djaman Doeloe Resto & Bar create special
seasoning using ancient recipes to make
the meat tasty.
The buffet is available everyday for your

dinner at Djaman Doeloe Resto & Bar. Only
IDR 328,000 nett per person on Monday Friday and IDR 348,000 nett per person on
Saturday and Sunday.
You can get a 35% discount by following hotel’s Instagram account: @fourpointssurabayapakuwon and line account:
@fourpointspakuwon.
"Seeing the enthusiasm of Surabaya Citizen for buffet, we want to serve authentic
dishes from Asian countries with premium
quality of food. We hope that people can
enjoy our "One Stop Asian Dining Experience" in Four Points by Sheraton Surabaya, Pakuwon Indah, "said Alamsyah Jo
- Complex General Manager, Four Points
by Sheraton Surabaya and The Westin
Surabaya.

Hotel

Don’t Miss St. Patrick’s Day and
Gracie Kelly’s 1st Anniversary Party!

D

on’t miss the most highly anticipated
St. Patrick’s Day event in town on
Tuesday, 17th March 2020 starting

from 8PM till late. This huge celebration
will coincide with the 1st Anniversary Party
of Gracie Kelly’s Irish Pub, which is now

located in a bigger and better street-front
venue.
There’ll be entertainment galore, including toe-tapping music by our local Irish
Band as well as alive DJ featuring a special
performance by Gracie Kelly’s resident
leprechauns. Everyone is invited to get into
the swing of things by joining in the fun
of our Beer Drinking Competition, Limbo
Dance and iconic Irish Dance Competition.
Don’t forget to dress up for the occasion as
there will also be great prizes to be won for
the Best Costume.
Extra special promotions will be available
all throughout the night on selected cocktails, beers, and wine.
For more information, feel free to reach
out at fbsales@bdr.pphotels.com. See you
at Gracie Kelly’s Irish Pub for a party like no
other!

Vasanti Kuta Hotel Launches ‘Invisible’ Floating Meal

V

asanti Kuta Hotel, a Luxury Modern
Hotel awarded by World Luxury Hotel
in 2019, has introduced an invisible
‘Floating Meal’ concept offering a memorable way to spend the day at our Cabana
Rooftop and Pool Bar.
Guests can choose one of three options: Floating Breakfast with choices of
American, English or Indonesian Breakfast,
Floating Brunch with two choices of menu
and Floating Lunch with also two choices
of menFloating Breakfast is available at
IDR 150,000net per person and has three
choices of breakfast. American breakfast
comes with eggs with bacon and sausage,
a selection of bread with jam and butter,
cereal with milk and yogurt, assorted of
sliced fresh fruits, freshly-squeezed orange
or guava juice, and tea/coffee. English
breakfast comes with eggs, beef or chicken
bacon or beef or chicken sausage, grilled
tomato, sautéed mushroom, baked bean,
fried potato, white toast with jam and butter, assorted of sliced fresh fruits, freshlysqueezed orange or guava juice, and tea/
coffee. While Indonesian breakfast comes
with some Indonesian specials, such as
fried rice or fried noodle, fried egg, chicken

wing and crackers, assorted of sliced fresh
fruits, freshly-squeezed orange or guava
juice, and tea/coffee.
Floating Brunch is available at IDR
200,000net per person and has two menu
options. Option one comes with scramble
burittos, a dragon bowl; blended dragon
fruit, banana, yogurt, strawberry and topped
with moesli, stuffing waffle, assorted of
sliced fresh fruits and fresh seasonal fruit
juices. Option two comes with egg caesar,

pancakes, avocado and bacon sandwich,
assorted of sliced fresh fruits and fresh
seasonal fruit juices.
While Floating Lunch, which is available
at IDR 200,000net per person, also has two
set menu. Set one comes with garlic bread,
barbecue chicken wing, prawn Carbonara,
assorted of sliced fresh fruits and iced tea.
Set two comes with garlic bread, caesar
salad, grilled avocado chicken, assorted of
sliced fresh fruits and iced tea.
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CAPELLA HOTEL GROUP ANNOUNCES
PATINA HOTELS & RESORTS

With three properties in the pipeline, Patina Hotels & Resorts launches on the new
archipelago of Fari Islands with Patina Maldives, which will open at the end of 2020

C

apella Hotel Group introduces a new
brand to its portfolio – Patina Hotels
& Resorts. The sophisticated lifestyle
brand was created for progressive travellers
of a new generation. Patina Maldives, Fari
Islands will be the first launch, with properties in Ubud, Bali and Sanya, China, also in
development. Patina is one of two unique
brands under Capella Hotel Group, which
boasts a common legacy of crafted design
combined with intuitive service.
Born out of guests' desire to honour
individuality, Patina Hotels & Resorts is
a response to the continual flow of life,
seamlessly morphing to accommodate
guests as they go about their routine without intermission. Inspired by independent
minds with a deep appreciation of culture
and community and an unwavering devotion
to the wellbeing of the planet, Patina Hotels
& Resorts encourages guests to nurture a
deeper connection with themselves and
the world around them. The vibrant social
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spaces flow with the natural modes people
are in, gently and intuitively providing for
each guest’s individual needs, ensuring
that no two stays are the same. Located in
extraordinary urban and natural landscapes,
Patina brings unexpected, sophisticated
and fresh experiences together to reveal
layers of possibility.
Set to open in Q4 2020, Patina Maldives
is designed by renowned Brazilian architect
Marcio Kogan. The resort offers 90 beach
and water villas, ranging from one to three
bedrooms, all of which embody a harmony
of sanctuary and stimulation. Accompanying the villas, the resort also offers 20 Fari
Studios.
Located in the North Atoll of the Maldives, Fari Islands is home to island artistry
— an elevated Maldivian destination that
celebrates nature, craft and connection.
Patina Maldives is strategically situated
on the island which forms the heart of the
social destination: the Fari Marina is built

around a vibrant Beach Club, with charming boutiques and a variety of handpicked,
upscale food and drink options. Guests
of Patina Maldives will enjoy freedom of
movement across the islands, which gives
every guest the choice of privacy and seclusion or a vibrant social centre.
Nicholas Clayton, CEO of Capella Hotel
Group said, “Patina Hotels & Resorts will
become a new leader in progressive hospitality. Focusing on creating a seamless
experience, the brand is refreshing, dynamic
and modern, appealing to the blended
lifestyle of today’s curious and conscious
consumer. We look forward to bringing the
Patina vision to life when we open Patina
Maldives later this year.”
Patina Maldives, Fari Islands is set to
launch in Q4 2020. More information will be
announced soon.
For more information about Patina Hotels
and Resorts, please visit https://patinahotels.com

Advertorial
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Saranam Resort & Spa Held
First AID Training with BIMC

S

aranam Resort & Spa held First Aid
Training collaboration with BIMC
Hospital as a trainer partner on Friday,
7 February 2020.
As we know BIMC Hospital with International standard stands at the forefront of
quick and responsive medical assistance
that it therefore provides First Aid and CPR
training across Bali, provides a multitude
of comprehensive services performed by
specially trained medical team.
This training held in Saranam Resort &
Spa and given by BIMC ER doctor with material includes: basic life support, DRCAB
(Danger, Response, Circulation, Airway,
Breathing), resuscitation and action plan,
Expired Air Resuscitation (EAR) and Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR), how to
manage obstructed airway, broken bones,
choking, bleeding, contusion, snake bites,
near drowning, shock and other medical
situations, recovery position, how to manage proper emergency calls and hand on
skill station.

The main aims of first aid are preserve
life, prevent the escalation of the illness
or injury, promote recovery, pain relief and
protect the unconscious. There will be 20
selected staff as a participant will join this
training. The goal is to train the staff always
be ready for an emergency to ensure a
safety for guest
“We never plan to have accidents or incidents; however, we know that accidents can
and will happen and often cause injuries
– minor and major – and accidents may be
life-threatening. In an accident, every second counts. First aid training is designed
to provide the practical knowledge and
skills to provide immediate help and care at
anytime in the hotel area especially”, said
General Manager Saranam Resort & Spa,
Mr. Kahar Salamun.
Saranam Resort & Spa is proud that has
been selected to co-develop this program.
This interactive learning solutions will enable to deliver this life-saving information
to guest and provide excellent services.

About SARANAM
Saranam Resort & Spa is a stunning
mountain resort, located in Baturiti, Bedugul, Central Bali, 48 kilometers north of
Ngurah Rai International Airport.
With 79 spacious rooms and 10 private
luxury villas offers a unique venue to host
guest at one of the many intriguing places
in Bedugul. There are several sites of great
archaeological interest and significance.
This region is remarkably cooler than
elsewhere on the island due to its higher
elevation compared to Southern Bali. Major
sites in Bedugul are the Ulun Danu Beratan,
Water Temple, the Eka Botanical Garden,
Git-git waterfall, Tamblingan lake and
Wanagiri photo spot.
Following are a selection of the ultimate optional event experiences for your
dynamic corporate meetings or small team
building events with every step associated
with the planning and execution of your
successful and unforgettable occasion. (*)
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Restful Nyepi Break At
The Westin Resort Nusa Dua, Bali

N

yepi Day or the Balinese Day of
Silence falls on 25th March 2020 is
a unique Balinese New Year holiday
where all activity on the island literally
comes to a complete standstill for the duration of 24 hours. Nyepi is observed as a
day of complete silence without any noise,
traffic, fire and lights. It begins at 6AM on
Wednesday, 25 March and ends the next
day at 6AM. Experience the serenity of this
cultural celebration at The Westin Resort
Nusa Dua, Bali with recharging activities
for the whole family to enjoy. Bali auspicious day of silence is an opportunity to
unwind and embrace total renewal. Rate
starts from IDR 1,800,000++ per room per
night with period of stay from 24 – 26
March 2020. The package includes stay in
a Deluxe Garden Room with daily breakfast
for 2 adults, one buffet dinner on Nyepi Day,
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morning yoga session on Nyepi Day with
Jitendra Pokhriyal, access to WestinWORKOUT Fitness Studio and access to Westin
Family Kids Club with many fun activities.
Pengerupukan Day Dinner
Embrace the moment and enjoy signature
Balinese delicacies such as Babi Guling, Lawar Kelungah, Sate Lilit and much more. Be
entertained by an authentic Balinese performance in a relaxed garden setting under the
stars. Available on Tuesday, 24 March 2020
from 6:30PM at Ikan Beach Garden.
Balinese New Year Celebration
Join us as we embrace the tranquility
of this auspicious cultural occasion. We
present an extensive buffet dinner of flavor-

ful international dishes including sushi
options, classic roast beef, garden-fresh
salads and irresistible desserts. Available
on Wednesday, 25 March 2020 from 6PM at
Seasonal Tastes.
Nyepi Exceptional Offer
Heavenly Spa by Westin offers an uplifting spa experience to restore body and soul
during this Nyepi Day. Unwind in our luxurious thermal facilities and enjoy a full range
of spa treatments from Sanur spa package
to Merthasari spa package for total relaxation. Available on Wednesday, 25 March
from 10AM at Heavenly Spa by Westin.
Chakra Therapy
A type of treatment that may take a

Hotel
number of different forms to help a person
cleanse their chakras. Each of the chakras
contains a vital key to unlocking the life
force. Chakra therapy uses tools from Yoga
and Bioenergetics as well as models of
childhood development to root out these
unconscious programs, greater aliveness
and freedom. Available on Wednesday, 25
March from 10AM to 11AM at Lotus Room.
Fun Spa Renewal
Introduce your little ones to the art of relaxation at our Westin Kids Spa. Enjoy 50%
discount on all spa treatments such as hair
braiding, mini facials and even manicures
& pedicures. Available at Westin Kids Spa
from 10AM to 6PM.

wellness and hospitality for more than a
decade, and lives its philosophy “For a
Better You™” through the brand’s Six Pillars
of Well-Being: Feel Well, Work Well, Move
Well, Eat Well, Sleep Well and Play Well.
With more than 200 hotels and resorts in
over 35 countries and territories, guests
can experience offerings that include the
iconic Heavenly® Bed, RunWESTIN™ and
Westin Gear Lending with New Balance®,
delicious and nutritious Eat Well menu and
the innovative workspace Tangent. To learn
more, visit www.westin.com. Stay connected to Westin on Facebook and @westin on

Twitter and Instagram. Westin is proud to
participate in the company’s award-winning
loyalty programs – Marriott Rewards®, The
Ritz-Carlton Rewards®, and Starwood Preferred Guest® (SPG). The programs, operating under one set of unparalleled benefits,
enable members to earn points toward free
hotel stays, achieve Elite status faster than
ever, and seamlessly book or redeem points
for stays throughout our loyalty portfolio of
29 brands and more than 6,700 participating hotels in 130 countries & territories. To
enroll for free or for more information about
the programs, visit members.marriott.com.

Kids Nyepi Break
Experience the unique serenity of Nyepi
Day with a line of fun and refreshing activities for the whole family. Kids will start the
day with stretching, followed by cultural and
crafty activities, such as temple visit, fruit
carving and many more. Available at Westin
Family Kids Club from 7:30AM onwards.
For more information, please visit the
website www.westinnusaduabali.com and
follow the resort’s social media channels
Facebook www.facebook.com/westinbali or
www.facebook.com/pregobali and www.instagram.com/westinbali or www.instagram.
com/pregobali
About The Westin Resort Nusa Dua, Bali
The Westin Resort Nusa Dua, Bali enjoys
a prime beachfront location within an
exclusive enclave on the island’s southern
shores. With 433 modern rooms, it is a
place where guests can be at their best and
experience total renewal. Exciting dining
venues anticipate global tastes with delicious cuisines and healthy Eat Well menu
options. There is a choice of swimming
pools, award-winning Heavenly Spa by
Westin™ for relaxation, WestinWORKOUT®
to stay in shape and little ones get to play
at the Westin Family Kids Club. The adjacent Bali International Convention Centre
provides comprehensive meeting resources
with space for up to 10,000 delegates. The
resort caters to the needs of leisure and
business travellers alike with exceptional
services and facilities to match.
Westin Hotels & Resorts
Westin Hotels & Resorts, part of Marriott
International, Inc., has been a leader in
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Pretty & Delicious
By LOPODO Cafe & Catering

L

ocated at the busy road of Canggu,
Lopodo Café & Catering adding up a
new experience for culinary lovers in
the Canggu Area.
Pretty and Delicious is our tagline that
absolutely can be seen since we are entering the restaurant building. White color with
fancy European style is dominating in each
corner with a warm and classy ambiance.
Peacock painting is settled on its wall for
adding more color and of course, it’s a good
background for your selfie purposes.
While looking deep into the details, you
will be amazed by a perfect combination
of table and cutlery that is rich with silver,
white and gold color.
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Open concept kitchen is rarely can be
seen anywhere but here all of their food
preparation can be pictured through a clear
glass that giving us a new experience for
sure.
It is a simple but well-designed restaurant that will lead you to the breath-taking
moment when you visit it.
The signature menu? Of course don’t
miss our fusion featuring a western dish
that will fill your happy tummy just like
New Style Japanese Sushi Burger, Caviar
Royal Sunshine which is new touch for your
breakfast or try our incredible “winter bear”,
a very nice matcha latte to make your day
happier.

Lopodo Café & Canggu also offer a
variety of catering services from BBQ to
Romantic Dinner, with affordable prices and
good looking set up. For any rush party or
small function, Canape On The Go can be
ordered with an array of Canape selections.
Special for this opening month, try our
signature Japanese Rice Bowl (Donburi)
with any toppings start from IDR 55.000,00
for 2 Bowls selection
For More Info : Lopodo Café & Catering
Jl. Raya Canggu No.7x, Tibubeneng, Kec.
Kuta Utara, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361
celebrate@lopodofoodservice.com

Various Promotions at
ARTOTEL Beach Club
Throughout March

Promo

• Classic Sunday, It's time to enjoy Sunday by dancing and singing at ARTOTEL
Beach Club accompanied by 90s disco
music which will be enlivened by the appearance of a guest DJ, this event will
be held on March 15, 2020 starting at 4
pm to 7 pm.
• International Women’s Day, ARTOTEL
Beach Club celebrates this special day
for women by giving one free juice drink
specifically for the first 50 female customers who come to ARTOTEL Beach
Club on Sunday, March 8th, 2020.
Alessio Gurrieri, General Manager
ARTOTEL Beach Club added. "In March we
deliberately carried out various promotions,
both food and beverage promos, and a
variety of interesting musical entertainment
and very affordable prices as our efforts to
make ARTOTEL Beach Club as a place of
choice for tourists and locals to enjoy their
time being with family and friends. "

A

s an appreciation from ARTOTEL
Beach Club to our loyal customers
who have been growing with us,
ARTOTEL Beach Club presents various promotional activities with the theme "YOUR
ARTOTEL" during March 2020, consisting of;
• Shut Up and Dine, ARTOTEL Beach Club
will be offering food promotion special
for dine-in orders to its loyal customers.
This promotion includes free selected
bites, with every purchase of selected
main course menu. This special promotion will be held during March 2020 and
starts at 5 pm until 8 pm.
• Cocktail's Hour, The cocktail’s promotion will be offering a selection of

tropical-flavored cocktails which runs
from Monday to Thursday starting at 5
pm to 7 pm with a special price of IDR
60K net per glass.
• Take a Sip, Enjoy a wide selection of
single mixer drinks from Vodka to Whiskey, from Rum to Scotch at ARTOTEL
Beach Club with special promos available from Monday to Thursday from
5 pm to 7 pm at a special price of IDR
65K net per glass.
• Espresso Martini, Our special classic
cocktails to boost the day with a special caffeine-based mixture, serving on
Monday through Friday from 12 noon to
4 PM at IDR 75K ++ per glass.
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Spa

Piramid Spa Jimbaran,
Enjoy Your Holiday in Bali
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W

hen you first enter Piramid Spa
Jimbaran, the parking lot is extensive, no need to worry if you would
like to bring a car. Upon entering the lobby,
you will be surprised to see the unique
design of Piramid Spa Jimbaran. In addition
to the shape of the roof of each bungalow
that resembles a pyramid, a statue of a red
goddess is right between the gates that
resemble Lempuyang Temple.
Piramid Spa Jimbaran’s Design combines several unique places in Bali, such
as Tirta Gangga, Bali Gates of Heaven, and
surrounded by shady trees. Feeling far from

the hustle and bustle of the city, a serene
atmosphere will be found here. When walking, there are 5000 koi fish swimming under
your feet.
There are 25 bungalows available for
you, which are 12 ‘Tambang’ or Mines, 8
‘Ladang’ – Fields and 5 ‘Lumbung’ – Barns.
The names are believed to describe the
abundance of wealth. Then for the Spa itself, there are several package options that
you can try. However, the mainstay is Wine
Massage. You can indulge this exclusive
body treatment in soothing your skin using
the best wine in Bali.

One more, they have Piramid of Coffee
Shop on the second floor for you to relax
or wait for friends who are still having their
spa session. Also, for the social gathering
community (Arisan), they will give out a spa
voucher; 1pax Balinese Aroma Massage
worth IDR 980K as a complimentary for the
‘arisan’ winners with a minimum of 10 pax
arisan members.
Piramid Spa Jimbaran
Address: Jl Bypass Ngurah Rai no 16B,
Jimbaran
Phone: (0361)4771550
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Kuala Kapuas
K

uala Kapuas is located at Kapuas
River, 40 km from Banjarmasin. It
is one of the major cities in Central
Kalimantan with clean and comfortable
city atmosphere. It is known with the terms
"the City of Water" for it's surrounded by the
Kapuas River. You can explore the city with
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nice spots to enjoy the city vibe is just beside the river. Besides the city tour, you can
also found a well-known tourist attraction
like Telo Island, a pleasant fishing village
and port.
If you like the more adventurer attractions,
white-water rafter and nature lovers, there is

Gohong Rawai, known for its beautiful and
challenging rapids. The gold mines of Teweh
and Batu Api at Rungan district are also
interesting sites to be visited. In this region,
gold mining is a major source of livelihood
for the people, who pan for the valuable
metal using the old traditional method.

Destination

Tomohon
W

hen you visit this city during
blossom season, you will see an
amazing scenery of colorful flowers at the foot of a beautiful mountain. This
panorama looks perfect when the sun rises
and the early morning mist has just disappeared. Flower gardens or the local people
are located at the foot of Mt Lokon. During
blossom season, in December, January or
April, these flowers look very beautiful with
Mt Lokon as background. In addition, you
can also walk along the main roads in the
city filled with flower shops on both sides.
A number of have flower gardens, allowing
you to pick and choose your favorite flowers. Annually the Tomohon Flower Festival
is held here in June and July. During this
event, watch the flower floats parade
through the town. A flower tournament is
also held during this Festival where participants from 94 cities in Indonesia take part
at the Inspiration Hill.

Get Around

Tomohon has a mountainous and hilly
topography stretching from North to South.
There are four volcanoes in Tomohon and
two of them are still active, these are Mount

Lokon and Mt Mahawu. Mt Lokon is 1,580
meters high and is the highest mountain in
Tomohon. During blossom season, you can
see flowers along the road as many shops
and gardens by along the mountain sides
sell flowers.
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THE ISLAND OF MOROTAI
L

ocals who still remember World War II
would tell visitors that back in 1944145 Morotai was a hive of military
activities with tens of sorties roaring daily
from aircrafts taking off and landing at
airstrips along Daruba Bay,endless stamping of thousands of military boots marching
across the island, and navy ships anchoring
daily carrying supplies and reinforcement.
For Morotai back then, was the strategic
base of the Allied Forces from which they
attacked posts in the Philippines and Borneo in their fight against Japanese forces
during World War II.
On 15 September 1944, Allied Forces
from the USA and Australia under leadership of Supreme Commander for the West
Pacific, General Douglas MacArthur, landed
on Morotai’s south west corner, where some
time before, the Japanese had constructed
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an airstrip but abandoned it in favor of the
island of Halmahera to its south. In Morotai
the Japanese command left only some
500 soldiers to guard the island. With such
overwhelming odds, the advancing Allied
Forces were no match for the small number
of Japanese troops. The Japanese Navy
later tried to recapture the island but also
to no avail.
When the Japanese abandoned Morotai,
Gen. MacArthur saw this as the golden window of opportunity to take the island which
he considered was at the most strategic
location for a counter invasion to recapture
the Philipppines from the Japanese. With
over 50,000 troops the Allied Forces settled
on Morotai. Losing no time, Mac Arthur immediately constructed a number of airstrips
over the rough coral ground. At one point,
Morotai was said to house no less than

60,000 soliders, and had a large hospital
with 1,900 beds. There was also a busy
naval base nearby.
Later, Australian Forces also sortied
from Morotai to stage attacks on North
Borneo. This hive of activities continued
until the end of World War II at the surrender of the Japanese in 1945. Before
leaving the island, Allied Forces are said
to have burnt down all constructions on
Morotai.
In 1974 a lone Japanese soldier called
Taruo Nakamura emerged from the jungles
of Morotai having hidden there for decades unaware that the War was long over.
Today, Morotai has become a vague
memory in the annals of World War II
military operations in the Pacific Theater,
and its role in the fight for freedom of the
Philippines almost forgotten.

Destination
The island itself with a total population
of 53,000 people is now back to its routine
as sleepy tropical paradise. Nevertheless,
its decisive role in World War II is forever
etched in history books.
Now the government plans to make Morotai into an economic hub and gateway
into Indonesia from the Pacific Ocean.
Morotai will be developed as a fishery,
tourist, trade and services center.
The island of Morotai has now been designated as one of Indonesia’s Top Priority
Tourist Destination for intense resort
development.
Where in the world is Morotai?
Located north of the larger island of
halmahera in the province of North Maluku, the island of Morotai has a number
of great beaches and interesting diving
spots. The largest town here is Daruba
in the south. To Morotai’s north are the
Philippines, to its east the Pacific Ocean.
Not much remains to be seen from those
hectic World War II days, except for a number of interesting wrecks to be explored
underwater.
A lone statue of General Douglas
MacArthur on the island of SumSum near
Daruba serves to remind following genera-

tions that this famous general, best known
for his words “I will return”, once made
Morotai his military base.
Nearby at Kao Bay in Halmahera a half
submerged Japanese wreck named the
Tosimaru can still be seen from shore.
A shack filled with memorabilia of World
War II collected by a private citizen and
known as the Morotai Museum can be
visited to remind visitors of those terrible
war days, which will hopefully never occur
again on this planet.
Besides serving as US and Australian
military base in WW II, the island of Morotai later also served as base for Indonesian forces in the liberation of West New

Guinea from Dutch colonization.
Get There
The best way to get to Morotai is on
your own yacht or liveaboard, which will
ensure your easy access and accommodation.
The nearest airport to Morotai is on the
island of Ternate. Garuda Indonesia, Lion
Air, and Sriwijaya Air serve regular flights
to Ternate. From here you must travel overland to Tobelo, in North Halmahera, then
take a ferry to Daruba on Morotai. The sea
journey takes around two hours.
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The Enchanting Arborek Tourism

Village of Raja Ampat
T

he village of Arborek is fast rising
as a pioneer among the 18 beautiful
villages in West Papua that have
embarked on developing local regulations
for community-based marine conservation,
With recently claiming the 1st spot in 2015
Provincial village Competition for West
Papua ,the village of Arborek has gained
an outstanding reputation among both the
local authority and international community.
With the assistance of the national and
local government, from research centers,
and non-government organizations, the
local people have succeeded in formulating
local regulations.
With a population of only 197, interaction
with locals is a stones throw away from a
number of Homestay options available on
this island. Finding underwater beauty is
not so difficult here. Along the Arborek pier,
divers can simply plunge into the water and
instantly find a most intriguing illumination
of the glittering of a gorgonian fan just
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Destination
below the surface. People in Arborek are
hospitable and very industrious, creating
exceptional handicrafts from sea pandan
leaves to make the most of their time each
day. Arborek is fascinating both underwater
and in the village.
Known as the Arborek Tourism Village,
the community is known for its handicraft
in making hats and noken (string bags). Unlike most women in other villages who also
give a hand to their husbands as fishermen,
nearly all mothers in this village produce
handicrafts for a living. Although they are
convinced that catching lobsters and work
in pearl agro-production are much more
profitable, yet they feel that handicraft is
more distinguished and more graceful work
for women. This is a village worth visiting.
Only one and half hours from Waisai, Raja
Ampat’s capital, the village of Arborek is
awaiting visitors from around the world.

Get Around

Get There

This tourism village is not too extensive
in terms of size. The land covers around
a 7-hectare area, so that it will not take
much time and energy to travel around the
village. There are around 40 families living
in the village. Should you stay in the village, walking is probably to only means to
be familiar with your holiday destination.
For snorkeling, you don’t need to travel
far because you can find interesting underwater world even by the Arborek pier.
Walking down the village trails will give
you the very opportunity you will not want
to miss, as people and especially children
will warmly greet and get acquainted with
you. For diving, it will take about 15-20
minutes by motorized boat to the dive
spots.

The Arborek Tourism Village is located
in MeosMansar in the district of Raja Ampat, West Papua. To reach this location, it
is easier to start your journey from Sorong.
There are several flights that you can take
from Jakarta, Bali or Makasar to Sorong.
For sea transportation, ships calling on
the Port of Sorong are the Dorolonda, the
Labobar, GunungDempo, Sinabung, and
Tatamailau. From Sorong, you can take a
motorboat from the Sorong Fishery Port
to Waisai, capital city of the Raja Ampat
district.
There is a boat from Sorong to Waisai.
From Waisai, you can continue your lessthan-two-hour journey by using a rented
longboat. The longboat can be arranged
via homestay or the local dive shop.
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Travelling to the Honeymoon Island,

Gili Kedis
G

ili Kedis is one of the tourist
attractions that you can find in
West Lombok, Sekotong Tengah,
at Lombok Regency. Gili Kedis is one of
the popular beautiful islands offering an
unforgettable experience. Gili Kedis is a
tiny island not like Gili Trawangan or Gili Air,
but beautiful and attractive. Many tourists
come to this gili because of the impressive
travel experience. The name Kedis comes
from the Sasak language which means
sparrow and it is suitable name for this tiny
island, but some people call it Romantic
Island or Honeymoon Island because many
couples come to enjoy the honey moon on
this island.
Gili Kedis have calm and natural beach
atmosphere. It suroundded by clean white
sandy beaches that look shimmering when
reflecting sunlight. The crystal sea water
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makes the underwater scenery amazing.
You can find various type of coral reefs,
various type of fish with stunning colours,
starfish, and various kinds of marine biota
easily. Some interesting activities can be
done to enjoy Gili Kendis. You just have to
choose whether to walk leisurely along the
beach to enjoy the natural panorama or just
sit back and enjoy the breeze and the cool
air on the beach or swimming in the calm
sea without currents nor waves because
Gili Kedis are protected by Sekotong bay,
or you can rent diving equipment around
gili to dive and discover the beauty of the
underwater world.
The route to Gili Kedis is taken from the
capital city of Lombok Province,Mataram
to the port of Sekotong, which is 40
kilometers away or about 50 to 60 minutes
of driving. The road conditions are good

and safe to go through. After arriving at
Sekotong port, the trip will be continued by
using motor boats transportation owned by
local fisherment for rent. The trip of the sea
to Gili Kendis takes around 20 minutes and
it will not make you bored because you will
enjoy the beautiful scenery and the blue of
the clear sea water.

Destination

KALIBIRU VILLAGE TOURISM

W

ho does not know Jogyakarta?
It is the center of cultural and
spiritual hub of Java and the
main tourist destination after Bali. Beside
its culture, Jogyakarta is famous for its
natural panorama. Jogyakarta tourism
always improving and developing at any
time without leaving its customs. One more
natural tourist destination in Jogyakarta is
Kalibiru Village, located in Manoreh Hills
area,Kulonprogo, West of Jogyakarta. It
took 45 Kilometers or 1 to 1.5 hour from the
center of Jogyakarta by vehicle.
This village is famous for its beautiful natural scenery. Streching 450 meters
above sea level, you will be spoiled by the
vast natural landscape and views of Mount
Merapi, the Indian Ocean to the Sermo Reservoir. All of this beautiful scenery can be
enjoyed from the view tower, one of several
spots which rests on a pine tree. You are
presented with the beauty of the sunrise in
the morning and a charming sunset in the
evening. This viewing tower is very popular
for taking photos or selfies for tourists. The
other spots are stage spot, round spot and

love spot that is very popular for couples.
Not only the viewing tower, Kalibiru also
offers other tourists attractions such as
Flying Fox, Kalibiru’s High Rope, Wooden
Bridge, Spider Web, and climbing to challenge your adrenaline and must be tried
when visiting this place. Beside those
outbond games, Kalibiru also presents
quite challenging trekking routes along the
Manoreh hills with variation distances from
3 to 7 Kilometers.
This tourist village is managed by

villagers to improve welfare and preserve
the nature and culture of Jogyakarta.They
provides several facilities such as food
stalls that sell various traditional food and
baverages, clean bathrooms and toilets,
camping ground and a large parking area.
Also available accomodations such as cottages around village area.
If you intend to spend your holiday in
this tourist village, you should make a reservation first so you don’t run out of room.
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The Aceh Tsunami Museum
T

he Aceh Tsunami Museum is located
on Jalan Iskandar Muda Street, Banda
Aceh, and is open daily (except Friday) from 10.00-12.00 noon, and 15.0017.00 West Indonesia Time. The Museum
building has adopted the traditional raised
Aceh House, while at the same time it
resembles a ship with its protruding funnel.
Stepping inside, one will find a narrow
corridor with water flowing from either
side accompanied by a scary rumbling
sounds,reminding of the devastations
made by the 2004 tsunami. The Museum
also features an electronic simulation of
the Indian Ocean earthquake, pictures of
the casualties, and stories and testimonies
of survivors. Building the museum had
cost about IDR70 billion, and consists of 2
floors. The first floor is an open space area
which serves as reminder of the tsunami
disaster.
There are several sections on the first
floor which recall the unfortunate day
including pre-tsunami, during the tsunami,
and post-tsunami pictures. Several images,
remnants, and a diorama are showcased
here. Some of the most notable dioramas
are fishing boats being hit by the high
waves and dashed onto the shore. There
is also a picture of the PLTD Apung Ship
which was swept up and carried far inland
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to finally come aground at Punge Blang Cut.
The 2nd floor features educational media
including a library, simulation rooms, 4D
room, and a souvenirs shop. Some of the
simulation showcased here are an earthquake resistant building and a model of the
earth’s crust. There is also a room displaying tsunami disaster paintings and diorama.

Get There
The Aceh Tsunami Museum is located at
Jalan Iskandar Muda street in the heart of
the city of Banda Aceh, near the Simpang
Jam, the Clock tower Intersection. It is situated near the Blang Padang Field, next to
the Dutch Cemetery or Kerkhof Peutjut.

Destination

Derawan Islands
L

ocated just away from the mainland
of East Kalimantan in the district
of Berau, the Derawan archipelago
comprises 31 islands, most well known
among these are the islands of Derawan,
Maratua, Sangalaki and Kakaban. Here is
Indonesia’s largest nesting site of the rare
and endangered giant green turtles and
hawksbill turtles, where one can daily watch
turtles lay their eggs in the sand or swim to
sea with the turtles.
The entire marine conservancy region
covers a total area of no less than 1.27

million hectares. It is the perfect tropical
paradise with warm, isolated islands, soft
white sand beaches fringed with waving
palm trees, pristine seas that change color
from green to deep blue, and an amazing
underwater life of giant turtles, dolphins,
manta rays, dugongs and barracudas, stingless jellyfish and sometimes, whales. Here,
you can find 460 different species of corals,
ranking this area second only to the Raja
Ampat Islands in West Papua. The Nature
Conservancy and a team of international
experts also found more than 870 spe-

cies of fish here, ranging from tiny pygmy
seahorses to giant manta rays.
Get There
To reach Derawan, SilkAir flies from Singapore to Balikpapan in East Kalimantan.
Or you can take a flight from Jakarta, Surabaya or Denpasar to Balikpapan or Tarakan
by Garuda Indonesia. Then take a connecting flight to Tanjung Redeb in Berau. From
here, boats will take you to the islands.
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PONTIAC LAND ANNOUNCES
THE LAUNCH OF FARI ISLANDS

The Maldivian archipelago will be anchored by three world-class hospitality brands,
delivering an elevated Maldivian resort experience that celebrates nature, craft and connection.

T

oday, Singapore-based real estate
developer, Pontiac Land announced
the launch of Fari Islands in the
Maldives, set to open in Q4 2020. Located
in the North Malé Atoll, 50-minutes by
speedboat from Malé International Airport,
Fari Islands is an elevated Maldivian resort
experience that celebrates nature, craft and
connection. The archipelago features three
world-class hotels, a vibrant Marina and a
purpose-built Village campus dedicated to
providing the highest quality of life for our
employees.
In line with Pontiac Land’s defining
hallmarks of excellence and exceptional
service, luxury hotel operators Capella
Hotels & Resorts, The Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Company, and Patina Hotels & Resorts will
manage the properties on Fari Islands. Recognised for their tailored approach to hospi-
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tality, each of the three handpicked brands
offers complementary but distinguishing
experiences, ensuring that every visit to the

archipelago is uniquely perfect, no matter
the occasion. Spaces have been masterfully
designed by renowned architects Studio

Destination

Mk27 (by Marcio Kogan), Kengo Kuma & Associates, and Kerry Hill Architects, to create
a delicate balance of serene and social.
Hotel guests will also have access to the
picturesque Fari Marina -- the archipelago’s
communal beating heart. Built around a
vibrant Beach Club, Fari Marina features
charming boutiques and a selection of
handpicked, upscale food and beverage options. Fari Islands will push the boundaries

of Maldivian hospitality, pursuing creative
collaborations with renowned names in art,
music, culinary arts, photography, fashion
and design. Programmes are designed
to foster a sense of community, whilst
maintaining a deep appreciation for the
Maldives’ natural beauty.
Pontiac Land is also committed to
building an enriching living environment for
all employees. At Fari Islands, a spacious

purpose-built Fari Village with a people-first
approach is dedicated to developing the
next generation of Maldives’ top hoteliers.
Employees can look forward to thoughtful town planning, a full range of recreational facilities and amenities, continuous
development opportunities, and an active
social calendar. Fari Islands seeks to grow
a family that embodies and champions the
unparalleled Fari experience.
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‘All Time Nias’ Surfing at Sorake
Bay and Lagundri Beach
W
hen it comes to surfing in Indonesia, Lagundri Beach at the Bay of
Sorake on Nias Island is simply THE
ultimate destination. Nias' Sorake Bay is an
internationally renowned surfing spot and
has become one of the surfers' most exotic
wave-searching destinations.
Every year, surfers flock from across the
globe for a chance at its legendary point
break. International surfing competitions
have been held in Nias since 1993, and even
the World Championship Surfing competition
in the year 2000. Touted as the second bestsurfing spot in the world after Hawaii, the
bay is located in the district of Teluk Dalam
on the Southern tip of Nias Island.
This surfing gem was first discovered in
1975 by hardcore travelers from Australia
who were searching for the perfect waves.
The story of how these exquisite waves
were first discovered was so legendary that
inspired many adventurous surfers from
around the world to come to the island,
whereas previously archeologists and
researches were the main visitors to the
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island.
Sorake Bay is enclosed by the beaches of
Lagundri and Sorake, giving it both left and
right-hand breaks. Unaffected by winds and
tides, the constant flow of waves is perfect
for novice and professionals alike to practice, play and perform! Waves are typically 3
to 5 meters but have been said to reach as
high as 15 meters. Some start from as far as
200 meters from the beach, can have up to
5 levels, and even rolls unbroken all the way
to shore. The catch-phrase "All time Nias,"
comes with the understanding that unlike
most parts of the world, Sorake Bay delivers
non-stop waves throughout the entire year,
making any time of year the best time for
surfing. The highest waves are between May
and September, with most competitions being held from June till July.
Nias was hit by two massive earthquakes
on December 26th, 2004 and March 28th,
2005 which hugely impacted this surfers' paradise. However, the island quickly
recovered from these unfortunate episodes
and today remains a favorite destination. In

fact, according to both the locals and regular
visiting surfers, the wave is even better now
than it used to be. It is more hollow; anything
over 4-5 feet now doubles up into a square,
top-to-bottom barrel, and it's less affected by
tide and size, breaking on smaller swells and
all tides.
To Get There:
From the Airport at Gunung Sitoli Town,
Sorake Bay is about 60Km away. From
Gunung Sitoli, there are minibusses (locally
called angkutankota orangkot) that mostly
depart in the morning to Teluk Dalam that
charge about IDR 85,000 to IDR 95,000. To
get to Sorake or Lagundri from Teluk Dalam,
catch a local minibus from the town center
for about IDR 10,000. The trip from Gunung
Sitoli to Sorake Bay will take about 4 hours.
For a more convenient means of travel,
you can rent a car in Gunung Sitoli. Also, if
you have booked accommodation at Sorake,
prices tend to include transfers from Gunung
Sitoli airport.

Destination

Banda Aceh
I

ts auspicious position on the tip of the
westernmost point of the Indonesian
archipelago has made the town of Banda
Aceh a recognized transit point as well
as a hub for education, commerce, and
government. As a tourism gateway in the
westernmost entrance to Indonesia, you are
invited to learn the remaining magnificence
of old Aceh Darussalam golden era as they
are spiritually valuable to the nation. The
tourist information center in Banda Aceh has
carefully identified the enduring remains and
they demonstrate how this magnificent land
has been spiritually resilient. Though around

sixty percent of the town’s infrastructure was
destroyed, the city is now looking new as
considerable developments took place right
after the disaster. Ulee Lheue is a shoreline
facing Malacca Strait and the Pacific Ocean
on the west, and it offers the best sunset
views in the country.
Get There
Sultan Iskandar Muda Airport (BTJ) is the
major airport in Banda Aceh. The airport
serves several airlines, such as Garuda
Indonesia, Lion Air, Sriwijaya Air, AirAsia, and

Malaysia Airlines. As you arrive in Banda
Aceh, walk out the airport and you will find
choices of transportation. Taxis are available
and have different providers.
Labi-labi is a local name for public
minibus or ‘angkot’ in other parts of the
country. This is the most economical means
of transportation available to the public and
travelers. The most convenient way to travel
within the city as you plan to visit various
places of interests in Banda Aceh post tsunami is by mountain biking. A tour operator
renting selections of bicycle can be found in
Aceh Adventure.
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Meru Betiri National Park
T

raveling to East Java will bring you to
many unspoiled natural charms. Meru
Betiri National Park is located in Pesanggaran District, within the Banyuwangi
and Jember Region, East Java Province. It
is nature conservation with amazing natural
wonders, bound in its 580 km square territory.
Geographically located on 8°21’-8°34’
South Latitude, 113°37’-113°58’ East
Longitude, the fertile area has already been
protected, since the Dutch Government
period of 1931, as a conservation area due
to its abundant richness. It is known as the
natural habitat of the striped local Java
tiger. Today, the Park still conserves rare
and endangered wildlife species, such as
the amazing Rafflesia zollingeriana flower
and the Javanese flying squirrels.
It also has an 8.54 km square of marine
area, with pristine beaches in mesmerizing
nature, hides away beyond the lush green
rainforest of the vast park. Sukamade
Beach is the tranquil nesting grounds for
endangered turtle species such as leatherback, hawksbill, olive ridley, and green
turtles.
Witness the amazing natural events of
sea turtles laying their eggs here during
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night time. Or, participate in escorting baby
turtles back to the free ocean after spending some time in the local breeding facility
which cares for their early wellbeing.
In Rajegwesi Beach you can swim or
observe fishermen traditions. There is also
Green Bay, a crystal clear marine tourism where you can enjoy the astonishing
turquoise waters.
A Superb Nature Conservation
Meru Betiri National Park is opened for
public since 1982, comprising some highlands area with an altitude of almost 1,200
m. Some of the mountains in the areas
are Mount Meru (343 m) and Mount Betiri
(1,233 m) on the west part, which combined
as the name chosen for this National Park.
On the south part, there are Mount Sumbudadung (520 m), Mount Sukamande (363
m), Mount Rajegwesi (181 m) and Mount
Benteng (222 m). There are even more
mountains inside the expansive conservation area, such as Mount Gamping (538 m),
Mount Butak (609 m), Mount Sukamade
Atas (801 m), Mount Gendong (840 m) and
Mount Mandilis (844 m).

Get There
There are a few routes to get to the Park:
Ambulu-Curahnongko-Bandealit for three
hours (31 km), Jajag-Sarongan-Sukamade
for three hours (60 km), Surabaya-JemberAmbulu for five hours (225 km) and the
Surabaya-Banyuwangi-Jajag with six hours
travel time (342 km). Some roads leading
near to location maybe bumpy and require
an experienced guide with a 4 wheels drive
vehicles to maneuver the rough path. Jember – Surabaya
can also be travelled by train or public
transports. Public transport varies in form
of an ojek motorcycle, a minibus bemo,
large busses or a daily truck. If you would
prefer extra conveniences, book for a private tour from a trusted travel site to escort
you to a hassle free holiday.
Get Around
Most of visitor are here to do jungle trekking or beach walk and therefore prefer to
explore the site by foot. Some tours might
include trips in a 4 wheels drive to cruise
the rivers and jungles of the Park.

Destination

Ujung Kulon
S

ituated about 300 km from the capital
city of Jakarta, or about 140 km from
Serang, the capital city of Banten
Province, Ujung Kulon National Park encompasses a total area of 122,955 hectares
consisting of 78,619 hectares land area and
44,337 hectares of seas. The national park
stretches across the Ujung Kulon Peninsula,
Panaitan Island, Peucang Island, Handeleum islands, and Honje Mountain Range.
Administratively, Ujung Kulon National Park
is located within the Sumur and Cimanggu
districts, in the Pandeglang Regency, in the
province of Banten. The Javan Rhinos are
known as the largest animals on Java and
the second largest animals in Indonesia
after the Asian Elephant. This extraordinary
creature is extremely rare and barely makes
its appearance noticeable. Some of the
locals even regard the Javan rhino as more

than a mere animal but almost like a near
sacred ancient creature. Aside from the
Javan Rhino, Ujung Kulon National Park is
also home to many other special wildlife.
Get There
There are two ways to enter Ujung Kulon
National Park. By chartered boats from Carita Beach and overland by car via Labuan
to Tamanjaya or Sumur. If you take the sea
route, It is approximately 2-3 hours boat
ride from Carita Beach to Peucang Island
where the accommodation and national
park representative office are situated.
If you take the overland route, from
Jakarta you can head out to Serang, the
capital of Banten via the Toll road for about
2 hours drive. From Serang, you continue
westward to Labuan, in Pandeglang Re-

gency for roughly about 2 hours. The little
town of Labuan is where the main office of
the Ujung Kulon National Park is located
(Jalan Perintis Kemerdekaan No 51 ). From
Labuan, the road continues to Panimbang,
Sumur, and Tamanjaya for a little over
another 2 hours. Some of the road may
be narrow and are not in good condition,
so drivers must be prepared and. Remain
watchful.
The Office of Ujung Kulon National Park
area II Handeleum and Tamanjaya provide
the entrance tickets, insurance, and general
information about the National Park. The
office is located in the Tamanjaya Village
near the dock of Tamanjaya. All requirements for tourist activities such as boat
rentals, local guides, porters and more, can
be arranged at the office.
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Destination

Danau Biru (Blue Lake),

A Breeze of Alluring Nature
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Destination

T

he gurgling sound of the stream
running over rocks, accompanied
by the chirping sounds of birds and
the breeze of fresh air, all lend that special
sense of serenity that awaits the visitor to
Danau Biru; “The Blue Lake”. Located by
the Walasiho Village, Wawo District, North
Kolaka Regency, Southeast Sulawesi, the
lake lies on the border between the regencies of North Kolaka and Kolaka.The bright
blue color of the lake will definitely tempt
anyone to just dive in and submerge oneself
in its refreshing water.
Danau Biru is surrounded by high rocky
hills, along with the rows of trees, that
together provide shelter from the scorching
sun. About 80 meters from the lake is a
white sand beach that stretches for 2 km.
The water from the lake runs over rocks and

over the beach before it reaches the open
sea. There are a number of shower rooms
to clean up and a gazebo facing the sea
provided for tourists.
The lake is also home to various fish
such as groupers and rabbitfish. According
to local myth, if anyone catches fish from
the lake and consumes it, then he or she
will meet with misfortune. Although it may
just be superstition, yet the essence of this
myth is that preserving the natural ecosystem of the area is most important.
Get There
The distance form Kendari, capital of
Southeast Sulawesi to Danau Biru in North
Kolaka Regency is approximately 320 km.
If you want to take the overland route, you

must first reach Kolaka Regency by the
Kendari-Makasar route which is normally
served by public buses. The buses trip will
take about 3-4 hours.
From Kolaka you can go straight to Danau Biru in Wawo district in about 3 hours’
drive. One of the transportation services
available in Kolaka is the Mitra Utama Taxi.
From Makassar, you can take the flights
from the Hasanudin International Airport to
the Sangia Nibandera Airport in Kolaka. The
route is served by Wings Air. If you wish
to take the sea route, there are also ships
from the port of Makassar to Bajo Port in
Bone Regency. The trip will take about 3
hours. From Bajo Port you can continue
to Kolaka Port with a ferry which will take
approximately 8 hours.
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Destination

Trikora Beach

Bintan’s Popular Beach,
Great Fishing and Diving
L

ocated east of Bintan Island in
the Riau Archipelago, is a long
stretch of white beach, scattered
with picturesque huge boulders, called
Trikora Beach. This is the popular seaside
playground for locals but also for those
coming from Singapore and Malaysia.
From here, not far out to sea you will
see rows of “kelongs” or fish traps, houses
on boats, under which fishermen hang out
their nets to catch small fry, or ikan bilis,
for which Bintan is so well known. But from
the beach are now also built boardwalks
with kelongs attached on either side, which
are rented out to tourists. These are usually
filled with avid anglers from Singapore and
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Malaysia to set out to sea at night or before
the crack of dawn in order to catch the
larger fish.
It was also along this stretch of beach
that last 25 October 2014, festivities were
held to welcome the Sail Bintan participants in the annual 3-months long Sail
Indonesia Yacht Rally across the Indonesian seas, visiting the archipelago’s many
diverse islands. Sail Indonesia was flagged
off in Darwin, Australia, at the end of July,
and Bintan the last port of call before participants leave Indonesian waters. Yachtsmen were warmly welcomed by the people
led by the Regent of Bintan himself, with
song and dance and cultural performances.

Get There
It takes about 45 minutes to reach
Trikora Beach by car from the city of
Tanjung Pinang, and around half an hour
from your hotel at Bintan Resorts. But
distance-wise, these are quite wide apart
so that you should travel by car or tour
coach. In fact, Trikora is usually included
in a day tour of the island of Bintan that
covers Trikora, Tanjung Pinang city and
the historic island of Penyengat that faces
the city. So that for sightseeing, Bintan
highlights can be explored within a one full
day package tour.

Destination

Nikoi Island

Tropical Paradise in the South China Sea

T

he island of Bintan in the Riau
Islands Province never ceases to
amaze visitors with its enchanting
natural landscape. The smooth roads on
this island, accompanied by spectacular
sceneries are ready to take you to some
of the amazing splendors beyond your
imagination. One of these roads will lead
you to a secluded small island off the
coast of Bintan: Nikoi Island, a tropical
paradise in South China Sea.
Located less than 85km from Singapore,
Nikoi is a 15 hectare exclusive island 8km
off the east coast of Bintan. To reach the
island, one must take a fast boat from
the Kawal Pier at the Agro Beach Resort
Bintan or a Ferry from Tanah Merah Ferry
Port in Singapore.
Long regarded as one of the most
stunning islands on this relatively unspoilt
coast, Nikoi is fortunate to have retained
its pristine condition. It is ringed with
white sandy beaches and coral reefs of
spectacular color and diversity and has a
coastline studded with granite boulders
that seemingly defy gravity. Rising to a
height of 30m, the island also boasts a
rain forest where giant trees, including native Banyan trees, provide a sanctuary to a

diverse population of local birds.
The island is managed by a small group
of expatriates who have lived in Asia for
most of their working lives and share a
passion for the outdoors, nature, food and
wine. The name Nikoi is a local variation
of the Chinese Hokkein word for papaya
(paw paw) – a fruit that was originally
grown on the island.
Today the island resort features beach
houses that reflect both traditional Indonesian architecture and contemporary form.
Using driftwood and ‘alang alang’ grass
roofing to blend into the environment, each
beach house incorporates a modern ensuite bathroom. Thus, provides a “simple
barefoot luxury” in a superb setting.
A spectacular pool has also been built
in amongst the granite boulders on the
north-eastern side of the island and provides a destination within a destination.
Set high above the sea it overlooks one
of the prettiest beaches on Nikoi and provides an uninterrupted view over the South
China Sea. There is also an adjacent wading pool for young children and a bar.
The ability to hire out the entire island
for groups of up to 60 is also attractive
for corporate groups wanting to focus on

team building or smaller style conferences. The island has also become popular
for groups of friends celebrating milestone
birthdays and other occasions. In May
2007 Nikoi was opened to the public and
has fast become a popular destination for
Singapore expatriates and visitors from
further afield. Many of these guests have
already returned for their second, third and
fourth visits.
Nikoi Island is fully booked on weekend
months in advance. With weekday bookings filling up fast it appears the secret of
Nikoi is well and truly out.

Get There
There are a number of airlines that serve
daily flights between Jakarta-Tanjung
Pinang on Bintan Island, capital of Riau Islands Province. From Tanjung Pinang you
can rent a car to go to Kawal Pier which
takes about a half hour’sr drive. The boat
ride from Kawal Port to Nikoi Island will
take approximately 30 minutes. It is better
to contact the management of Nikoi Island
to arrange your transport from Singapore
or Bintan to Nikoi Island.
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Sport Tourism

Ria Bintan Golf, Golfing Paradise

with Wonderful Ocean and Forest Course

A

gem of a resort in the north of
Bintan island, set amidst pristine
white beaches, clear emerald waters
and lush tropical forests is the Ria Bintan
Resort. Aptly named Ria Bintan (ria means
celebration), this golf and beach resort
facing the South China Sea has become
the toast of holiday-makers. Covering a
total area of 447 hectares, Ria Bintan is

developed in stages, comprising the Club
Med Ria Bintan, two 18-hole championship
golf courses, a clubhouse, complete
recreation facilities, and 1,500 resort
rooms in villas and chalets which open to
magnificent sea views.
The combined 36-hole championship golf
course designed by Gary Player, comprises
an 18-hole Ocean Course and an 18-hole

Forest Course. With these assets, Ria Bintan Golf has made it to the official ranking
of the world’s Top 100 Golf Courses published by Golf Digest Magazine. The Ocean
Course has smooth fairways and beautiful
sea views om the South China Seas.
Featuring forested areas, large elevation
changes in such a natural environment is
really unique, writes Gary Player. Club Med
Ria Bintan's a beachfront resort with 302
rooms which was opened at the end of
1997, continues to attract international visitors. The first 500 waterfront resort homes
have been planned on a 22-ha site adjacent
to the Club Med Resort. Guest Service and
Facilities, Restaurant, Spa, Changing Room,
dan Driving Range.

Get There
Ria Bintan is a 447-hectare development,
located in Bintan Resorts, North of Bintan
Island. Golf Club Address: Jalan Perigi Raja
Parcel A11, Lagoi, North Bintan, Kepulauan
Riau 29152. Indonesia. For more information, you can check the official Bintan
Resorts site.
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Sport Tourism

Alas River, Rapid Flows
for the Adventurous

A

las River flows directly into the Indian
Ocean; it has exceptional rapids that
attract whitewater rafting enthusiasts
for all over the world. Situated at 165 km
southeast from Takengon, Alas River cuts
through Mount Leuser National Park. This
area is especially popular among the young
and adventurous. The sharp bends and
many rapids are challenging to white-water
rafters.
Rafting and kayaking is possible on
the Alas river from the village of Angasan
down to the city of Gelombang, close to
the Indian ocean. In the upper areas of the
Alas several rapids are demanding a good
performance. The boat is passing pristine
rainforest and many wildlife can be seen,
especially monkeys and a big variety of
beautiful rich coloured birds.
From Kutacane to Gelombang the water

is rather quite and we call this part of the
trip jungle-Safari. Nevertheless also great
scenery is shown. On rafting-trips longer

than one day we sleep in tents on the shore
of Alas river, having BBQ and playing guitar
in the evenings.
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